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President’s Message by Tom Sheehan
We had our last board meeting at the Everett Coin
Club show. Most of the board members were in attendance even thought some had to come quite a distance.
Their dedication is appreciated. We want to move around
and be available to all the clubs in the Pacific Northwest
so that all our members have the opportunity to participate. Our next board meeting will be in January at the
Boeing Employees Coin Club show. All interested members are encouraged to attend, the meetings are always
open.
Art Show — In addition to the regular business
items we had a report from Helen Gundlach who is organizing an art show titled "Seeing Money." The event is
designed to explore the role of art and money in our culture and will exhibit works from over 100 artists including JSG Boggs. After hearing her proposal and having
the opportunity to ask several questions the board voted
to participate by making a donation to support the event
and also to participate by having our own display with
representatives present during the show. The show will
take place from May 6th to June 6th in Portland’s Pearl
District. It is expected that our participation will allow us
to reach an audience of several thousand potential collectors and new PNNA members. We hope that those of you
living in the greater Portland area and those visiting will
be able to attend this unique art exhibit.
Numismatic Seminar — Another numismatic event
to look forward to is a seminar titled "Art, the Art of Forgery and Coinage." This will be a hands on seminar at
the University of Washington March 26, 27 and 28th.
This event is sponsored by The American Numismatic
Society and the University of Washington. It is expected
that the attendance at this seminar will surpass the previous ones that I have helped organize since we will have
more numismatist in attendance. From the American
Numismatic Society we will have Ute Wartenberg, the
new assistant director of the ANS, and John Kleeberg,
Curator of Modern coins and Currency. From the
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American Numismatic Association, we will have Robert
Hoge, Museum Curator and Brian Silliman, Chief Authenticator. Rounding out the seminar will be J. P. Martin, a professional numismatist since 1980 and currently
the Senior Grader with the Independent Coin Grading Co.
Mr. Martin has taught over 50 seminars on authentication
and grading over the last 15 years. We may even have
another expert attend which would give us a total of six
instructors. The cost of the seminar will be $149.00.
There will be a $50.00 discount for those who send in a
$50.00 deposit before February 15th.
Bob Everett Memorial Award — See page 2.
Coin Week — Coin Week is set aside by the American Numismatic Association as a way for us to reach out
and show others what we do in this great hobby. Mark it
on your calendar and put together a display for your local
bank, library or post office. If we all had one small display just think of the impact we would have.
As you can see, in addition to coin shows we have
other events that help promote our hobby. I expect that
1999 will be a great year for numismatics in the Pacific
Northwest.

PNNA Officers (1998-2000)
President

Tom Sheehan

1st Vice-Pres.

Bill McKivor

2nd Vice-Pres.

Larry Gaye

Secy./Treas.

Joseph E. Boling

Past President

J. Eric Holcomb

Directors
Richard Billings, Del Cushing, Marge
Farnam, Robert Hall, Paul Longcrier, Scott Loos, Alex
Pancheco, Larry Rowe, Robert Steinegger, and Bruce
Wonder.
Dealer-Director to be appointed
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1999 DUES ARE DUE
PNNA dues are assessed annually in January.
Please send your dues to the secretary, Joe Boling, using the envelope enclosed. Individual dues are $5;
family groups and clubs are $7.50. If you believe you
are already paid for 1999, check the mailing label on
this issue of The Nor’wester. Members not paid by
convention time will not receive The Nor’wester after
that date.

Thanks for Your Moo!
The PNNA table at the Puyallup Fair last September was again popular and fun. Thank you to all who
assisted by providing exhibits, helping to install/
remove exhibits, and by working at the table.

Lost and Found
Under the table at the Puyallup Fair, someone left
two cartoon items based on the TV show “South Park,”
glass-faced in cardboard frames. One is a Charlie
Brown-looking kid wearing a sweater with the name
STAN on it; the other is a pair of rats talking about a
robot-looking person tipped on his side, with a caption
“I killed Kenny!” Will the owner please claim them
from Joe Boling? If you do not recognize them, please
ask at your clubs for someone who left them but who
may not get the Nor’wester. (Then talk that person into
paying $5 to join the association for 1999.)

NCW Program Continued
The PNNA board has voted to continue the award
program for club efforts to publicize National Coin
Week. The NCW theme for 1999 is “Treasure from
Change,” and is intended to emphasize the changes in
circulating coinage that will be obvious this year as the
50-states quarters start to be released.
The awards are $100-$75-$50 for the top three
club efforts. The annual theme does not have to be part
of your effort; if you have an already-established program for promoting coin collecting in your community
that does not refer directly to the annual NCW theme, it
is still acceptable for consideration. Send a report of
your club’s efforts to Larry Rowe at PO Box 61621,
Vancouver, WA 98666 not later than 31 May.

Bob Everett Memorial Award
It’s time for the committee to select a recipient for
the Bob Everett award, to be announced (and hopefully
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presented, if the awardee is present) at the 1999 convention. The recipient need not be a PNNA member; s/
he need only be someone who has promoted numismatics in the Pacific Northwest during 1998. Please send
your nominations (name and achievements that merit
receipt of this award) to one of the committee
members: Tom Sheehan, Joe Boling, Bill McKivor, or
Ken Hill.

Calgary Numismatic Society Collectibles
The CNS has published a paper (serially over six
issues of their newsletter) cataloging the numismatic
collectibles that the CNS has emitted since 1961. Joe
Boling compiled the installments as they were published and has them available for anyone interested.
Send US $1.20 to cover copying and postage (the paper
is twelve pages long), or 65¢ for copying alone if you
are close enough to receive hand-delivery.
Understand that since this will be a second generation copy of a paper originally published xero
graphically, some of the illustrations may not be very
clear. Purists may want to write to the CNS directly to
see if they have kept any offprints. Calgary Numismatic Society, Box 633, Calgary Alberta T2P 2J3
CANADA.

Attention Exhibitors
by Larry Rowe, Exhibit Chairman
By the time you receive this issue of The Nor'wester, the holiday season will be here. I hope that everyone has a Merry Christmas, and wish each of you a
Happy New Year. The time for our annual PNNA convention is sneaking up on us. Once again, it will be
held in Portland on Easter weekend, on Friday and Saturday only. Those of you who are exhibitors need to
be thinking about building your exhibit for this year. It
is not too early to start now. The deadline to submit
your application is March 15th. The deadline to place
exhibits will be 12:00 noon on Saturday of the convention. Exhibit winners will be announced at 4:00 pm.
Remember, the rules were changed last year to be in
line with those of ANA to help make exhibiting more
uniform. Copies of the new rules are available from
the Chief Judge, Mr. Joe Boling, P.O. Box 8099, Federal Way, WA 98003. Copies will also be available at
the convention. An application form is included in this
issue of The Nor'wester. Page one of the application is
all that is required for exhibitors who are entering an
exhibit for the first time, who are entering noncompetitive exhibits, or who are re-entering an exhibit
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that did not place in its class. Exhibitors who will use a
surrogate for set up or tear down, or who will enter an
exhibit which had previously won a class award, should
write (or e-mail) the Chief Judge for additional pages to
the application form. Applications should be mailed to
the Exhibit Chairman, Larry Rowe, P.O. Box 61621,
Vancouver, WA 98666. Looking forward to many
fine exhibits!

Donations Requested for Seminar
Tom Sheehan would appreciate it if you could donate airline mileage to help bring the people in to put
on the numismatic seminar in March (see page 1).
Tom also solicits hosts who can provide lodging for the
lecturers during the seminar. Anyone who has excess
miles or a home with extra room should contact Tom at
206-546-5599, e-mail twsheeh@ibm.net.

PNNA Speakers List


Bruce Wonder — Will travel up to 50 miles and
speak about: 1) World Coins, 1500-1918; 2) World
Tokens and Medals; 3) Numismatic Reference
Books.
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From Lewis and Clark to the Mini Dollar by Thomas LaMarre
Her name meant "Bird Woman." And if Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin and an advisory committee
have their way, her image will take flight on a new
dollar coin in the year 2000.
Sacajawea was a Shoshone Indian woman who
accompanied the Lewis and Clark expedition. Often
she's been portrayed as the heroic guide. But her real
contributions may have been much more limited. Sacajawea joined the expedition in present-day North Dakota. She obtained horses for the explorers and served as
an interpreter. Some historians say she also was a key
aide to Lewis and Clark.
Army officers Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark led the government-sponsored expedition into
what is now the Northwestern United States. They set
out from St. Louis in May 1804 and returned in September 1806 with maps and valuable information. The
expedition eventually enabled the United States to
claim the Oregon region.
The Journals of Lewis and Clark contain many
references to Sacajawea, or "Janey" as Clark called her.
If her portrait turns up on the new dollar coin, it won't
be the only collectible with ties to the Lewis and Clark
expedition.



Joe Boling — Will travel up to 50 miles and speak
about: 1) Japanese numismatics; 2) Seattle national
banknotes; 3) Exhibiting/judging.



Alex Pancheco — Will travel up to 30 miles and
maybe more to speak about: 1) Tokens, Medals,
World's Fair exonumia; 2) Russian and Siberian
copper coinage; 3) U.S. Barber Coins.



Paul Longcrier — Will travel up to 50 miles to
speak about: 1) U.S. 20th Century coinage; 2) Early British milled Queen Anne coins; 3) Colonial
numismatics.

Earlier this century, a "two-headed" gold dollar
promoted the Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition.
One side pictured Meriwether Lewis, and the other
William Clark. The Exposition took place in Portland,
Oregon. It publicized industrial life in the Northwest
and Alaska with exhibits of gold mining, salmon fisheries and lumbering. Sales of Lewis and Clark gold dollars financed a bronze statue of Sacajawea.



Tom Sheehan (206-546-5599) — Will travel 50
miles and perhaps more to speak on: 1) Panic scrip
of 1907; 2) Numismatic Literature; 3) Numismatic
collecting in general and the ANA.

Portraits of Lewis and Clark also appeared on $10
bills in the early 1900s. But the explorers had to play
second fiddle to a larger illustration of a bison named
"Pablo"-a resident of the National Zoo.

The above listed people can be contacted directly
or through the PNNA Secretary.

This has been "Money Talks." © American Numismatic Association, 1998. Used by permission.

Are You On E-Mail?

Download the complete “Money Talks” scripts
from the ANA at ftp.money.org/ana.

PNNA is thinking about sending aperiodic news
messages to the membership electronically (in addition
to The Nor’wester). If you have access to email and
would like to receive such messages, please send your
email address to the secretary (joeboling@aol.com).

Other Numismatic Sites on the Web
ANA — http://www.money.org
Coin Universe — http://www.coin-universe.com
U.S. Mint — http://www.usmint.gov
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Minutes of PNNA board meeting —
21 November 1998, Everett, WA
The meeting was called to order by President Tom
Sheehan at 5:39 PM. Present were vice presidents
Larry Gaye and Bill McKivor, secretary/treasurer Joe
Boling, past president Eric Holcomb, directors Richard
Billings, Del Cushing, Scott Loos, Larry Rowe, and
Bruce Wonder, members Ellis Corets and Allen
Nystrom, and guest Helen Gundlach.
Moved (Rowe) and seconded (McKiver) to
approve the minutes of the 19 July board meeting as
published. Passed.
The open position of dealer-director was discussed.
The dealer whom Tom Sheehan approached declined to
serve. Larry Rowe suggested Steve Estes and Larry
Gaye suggested Tom Cederlind. Sheehan will continue
recruiting.
On the subject of attracting members [current
membership is 226, including family members] the
following suggestions were made:
 Gaye — sponsor quarterly educational symposia.
 Cushing — we have lots of programs that can be
given (both PNNA slide sets and qualified speakers
among the member ship).
 Gaye — we want to get more involvement at
various levels, such as new sponsors for PNNA
conventions; we need to get clubs to send members
to a course on conducting conventions.
 Sheehan — the upcoming ANS seminar is a way to
get lots of collectors involved.
 Wonder — membership is so inexpensive that some
may not feel like bothering with sending in a $5
check; we ought to introduce some larger
increments so that with a $20-25 payment a
collector could be signed on for several years.
Could we use technology (the web) to get closer to
members more often, such as periodic email news?
It would give us more visibility at a low price.
 Gaye — that’s a way to let more people know what
programs are available.
 Sheehan — I have been in contact with the
Northshore [senior] Service Center in Bothell; they
are interested in having numismatic programs.
They just needed to be contacted. We could send
publicity about our offerings to places like that that
are susceptible.
 Cushing — getting grandparents involved might
bring in some grandchildren.
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 Sheehan — I have a list of senior centers that we
can contact.
 Corets — before getting a substantial number of
new members in the PNNA, we’re going to have to
get them into local clubs; that’s where they get their
initial interest in collecting reinforced.
Then
consider offering programs to local clubs that pitch
the PNNA’s programs and accomplishments, as a
means of recruiting members into the PNNA,
similar to the ones we gave on exhibiting.
 Gaye — do we have a speaker list? Sheehan — I
have been compiling one, but did not bring it to the
meeting.
 McKivor — I got into the PNNA for the
educational aspects, and that is why I ran for VP.
We need to emphasize that.
 Sheehan — do we want to form a committee to
develop suggestions for education that can be put
into place immediately?
 McKivor — we should send a letter to clubs
telling them what services are available.
 Gaye — put that information on the PNNA web
page.
 Loos — wants to join the committee.
Boling rendered a report on the PNNA’s successful
Puyallup fair table.
Helen Gundlach presented her proposal for
“Seeing Money: A Unique Art Event of Uncommon
Currency,” scheduled for 6 May – 6 June 1999 in the
Portland Opera rehearsal space in Portland’s Pearl
District. The show was delayed from December 1998
in order to raise more money from sponsors. The
object of the event is to raise viewers’ consciousness of
money and how it is used. Up to six charities will be
beneficiaries of the gallery fees that normally go to the
promoter (which is why sponsorship is being sought, so
that costs of the event do not need to be paid by the
promoter). To date two beneficiaries have been
selected: the Portland Old Town Arts and Culture
Foundation (the principal Portland arts organization
sponsoring “Seeing Money”) and the Libri Foundation
(a distributor of children’s books to rural libraries).
Ms. Gundlach is looking for donations of $500-1000
from non-profit organizations that want to have a
formal presence at the event (vs. $3500-$15000 from
corporate sponsors). In response to how money
exhibits would be shown, she said that there will be
very little table-top space — traditional vertical display
will be the standard method (although the space will be
laid out in a non-traditional manner). She wants us
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involved because of our obvious connection with
money. A blatant quid pro quo of a financial donation
from us to the project in exchange for which we are
allowed to place (and possibly staff) an exhibit of our
own, is not what she has in mind. She wants us to be
involved in the philosophy and purpose of the event.
Wonder — might we be able to sell inexpensive
numismatic items (such as ancient coins) that would
invoke an interest in viewers by exposing them to new
aspects of money? Gundlach — probably not; I want
to avoid the museum store look. The show will be
open five days/week, about six hours a day (Wed-Sun,
late on Friday). Wonder — nevertheless, I think this is
an exciting project that we should support and
participate in. Sheehan — what are we willing to
spend, both in money and man hours? Gaye — Larry
Rowe and I will start a committee in the Portland area
to plan our participation, tying it to the educational
aspects of the exhibit [he read a list of many
advantages to being involved in this project]. Moved
(Gaye) and seconded (Wonder) to donate $1000 and a
suitable exhibit to “Seeing Money.” Passed. Moved
(Cushing) and seconded (Gaye) to spend up to $750 in
preparing the exhibit and whatever handout materials
we will distribute. Failed. Moved (Holcomb) and
seconded (McKivor) to spend up to $500 for those
purposes. Passed. The board decided without vote to
pay the $1000 donation when our exhibit proposal is
accepted. Rowe — is there any objection to our
publicizing our involvement in this project nationwide?
Gundlach — I have engaged Syntax, an experienced
arts publicist, to handle this. Please provide us a list of
your media outlets and they will prepare the publicity.
Bob Everett award nominees — publish a call for
nominations in The Nor’wester. Remember that the
nominees can be anyone who has promoted
numismatics in the region, not necessarily a member of
the PNNA or of any organized club, particularly those
who have displayed an ethical approach. Deadline for
nominations will be 1 March.
Moved (Cushing) and seconded (Loos) to continue
the PNNA’s award program for member club activities
promoting National Coin Week. Passed. [The theme
for 1999 is “Treasures in change” and the state
commemorative quarter-dollar releases will be
emphasized in the publicity.]
Moved (Holcomb) and seconded (Cushing) to
donate $25 to the ANA as a sponsor of the Sacramento
National Money Show. Passed. Moved (Gaye) and
seconded (Loos) to donate $25 to the ANA as a
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sponsor of the Chicago World’s Fair of Money.
Passed.
Moved (Cushing) and seconded (Billings) to
procure 1000 woods for the 1999 PNNA convention in
Portland. Passed. Boling asked Larry Gaye to get any
desired changes in the text/design to him quickly so
Boling can order the woods.
Moved (Rowe) and seconded (Loos) to reimburse
Eric Holcomb up to $30 for software that he needs to
move web page contents to the ANA. Passed.
Holcomb announced that the deadline for the next
Nor’wester will be 10 December.
The meeting adjourned at 7:13 PM.

Classified
Tom Sheehan will pay cash for numismatic
libraries. He is also interested in buying old
numismatic literature as well as medals of a
commemorative or historic nature. Tom is also
interested in taking those old auction catalogues off
of your hands. Bring them to a PNNA meeting, or
call Tom anytime at 206-546-5599 for an
appointment.

Next PNNA Meeting
The PNNA board will meet at the Kent
Commons, 525 4th Ave N, Kent, Wa., after
the Boeing Employees’ Coin Club show,
Saturday, 16 January 1999. The meeting
will commence at 5:00 P.M.

Your Advertisement Could
Go Here !!
Deadline for submission of material for 2nd Quarter
1999 Nor’wester: March 10, 1999. Call Eric
Holcomb at (253) 850-2996, or e-mail to Eric at
EHolc48@aol.com
Advertising rates are $7.50 (1/8-page), $10.00 (1/6page), $15.00 (1/4-page), $25.00 (1/2-page), and
$45.00 (full page). Send ad copy to Eric Holcomb,
and payment to the PNNA secretary/treasurer.
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American Numismatic Association News

www.money.org

ANA President Represents Collectors at First Strike
Ceremony — Anthony Swiatek, president of the ANA,
represented the nation's coin collectors at the first strike
ceremonies in Philadelphia for the first new quarter in the
50 States Commemorative Coin Program. "Money is
history you can hold in your hands," Swiatek said. "These
beautiful new coins symbolize the history and geography
of this nation in a way that has never been done." The
country's top authority and the author of several books
and numerous articles on the subject, Swiatek is widely
known among coin collectors as "Mr. Commemorative."

ANA Library Makes Improvements — The ANA
Library, the world's largest circulating library of
numismatic material, is making improvements to restore
and preserve its holdings. "When I was appointed
Librarian last March, I recognized that the Library faced
some serious challenges in the coming years," Nawana
Britenriker says.
"However, utilizing the tools of
technology, preservation, education and conservation, I
feel confident that ANA's library is meeting the
challenges inherent in preserving our unique collection
for our members well into the 21st century."

"Ever since it was announced, I have said that all of the
numismatic organizations combined could not give the
shot in the arm to the hobby that this program will,"
Swiatek said. "Although our last circulating
commemorate coins were made nearly a quarter century
ago for the 1976 Bicentennial, these new quarters
continue a 106-year tradition of commemorative U.S.
coins that started with the 1892 half dollars honoring the
World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago."
Earn Ancient Coins in the Roman Coin Project —
ANA members can receive free Roman, Byzantine and
Greek coins just by being involved in numismatics. A
total of 10 ancient coins — five Roman, four Byzantine
and one Greek — plus several special bonuses are
available through the Roman Coin Project (RCP).
Originated and administered by David R. Cervin since
1974 to encourage the study of ancient coins, the RCP is
designed for all members of the ANA, whether they are
juniors or seniors, beginners or more advanced collectors.
The program is free to junior ANA members; a one-time
$12 registration fee is required of adult participants.

For example, the ANA Library will be closed for the first
two weeks of January to complete a hands-on inventory
of each book in the library to produce an up-to-date,
searchable digital catalog that also will be available on
ANA's web site, Britenriker says. The books will be
barcoded and assessed for current condition, as well as
prioritized for preservation and conservation. Volunteers
and available staff also are producing an online listing of
the library's auction catalogs as they archive and
prioritize those catalogs for digitization.

Accomplishments that earn ancient coins range from
preparing an exhibit for display at a school, bank, public
library, coin club meeting or coin show to publishing a
numismatic article in any publication, including your
local club bulletin, regional journal or national
magazine. Juniors receive an ancient coin for earning a
Scout merit badge; adults are rewarded for helping
juniors earn their badges. Recruiting a new ANA member
is required for one coin award; another stipulates that
members complete the ANA's Introduction to
Numismatics correspondence course.
To learn more about the Roman Coin Project and to
receive a Roman Coin Request Form, write to David R.
Cervin, 6201 Adirondack, Amarillo, TX 79106; or
contact the ANA Education Department, 818 North
Cascade Avenue, Colorado Springs, CO 80903-3279.

ANA Election Ballots to be Mailed — Ballots for the
ANA election of officers will again be mailed to
members next spring rather than bound in the ANA's
monthly journal, The Numismatist, as was the procedure
for the last two elections.
In 1999 the terms of all nine offices will expire. Those
elected will be installed at the ANA's 108th Anniversary
Convention in Chicago, August 11-15, 1999, and will
compose the Board of Governors for the next two years."
1999 NCW Theme: "Treasures in Change" — The
ANA plans to utilize the 50 States circulating
commemorative quarter program in celebrating the 76th
National Coin Week, April 18-24, 1999. "The launching
of the commemorative quarter program by the United
States Mint next year offers a wonderful opportunity to
focus attention on Treasures in Change, the theme for the
1999 National Coin Week," says ANA Education
Director Gail Baker Kraljevich. "National Coin Week
offers a special time to educate the public about the
hobby of numismatics, where everyone can hold history
in their hands."
Beginning in January, the Mint will issue the first
quarters with reverse designs commemorating each of the
50 states. Five different designs will be issued each year
over the next decade, released in the order of each state's
ratification of the Constitution or admission to the Union.
Next year, quarter designs will commemorate Delaware,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Georgia and Connecticut.
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COIN SHOW and EVENT CALENDAR
To list a show contact Del Cushing; P.O. Box 88984,
Seattle, WA 98138-2984; Phone 206-244-1596. Highlighted shows are PNNA sponsored or co-sponsored.

1998
DEC 19 KENT-VALLEY COIN SHOW, Kent
Commons, Kent, Wa.

1999

MAR 26-28 University of Washington, Seattle,
Wa.Seminar: A rt, the A rt of Forgery and Coinage. Pre
-registration required. See enclosed flyer.
APR 2-3 PNNA Convention, Lloyd Center
DoubleTree Inn, Portland, Ore. PNNA general
membership meeting.
APR 10 KENT VALLEY COIN SHOW, Kent
Commons, 525 4th Ave No., Kent, Wa.

JAN 2-3 GREATER TACOMA COIN SHOW,
LaQuinta Inn, Portland Ave. & I-5, Tacoma, Wa.

APR 11 FENWICK STAMP & COIN SHOW, Eagles
#1, Corson & Michigan, Seattle, Wa.

JAN 9 KIRKLAND-EASTSIDE COIN SHOW,
Kirkland Best Western, 12223 NE 116th, Kirkland,
Wa.

APR 25 COWLITZ COIN CLUB 32ND ANNUAL
SHOW, AWPPW HALL, 724 15th Ave,
Longview,Wa.

JAN 16-17 BOEING EMPLOYEES’ COIN &
TRADING CARD SHOW, Kent Commons, Kent,
Wa. PNNA board meeting on Saturday.

MAY 1 KENT VALLEY COIN SHOW, Kent
Commons, 525 4th Ave. No., Kent, Wa.

JAN 30 OLYMPIA COIN CLUB ANNUAL SHOW,
VFW Hall #318, 2902½ Martin Way, Olympia, Wa.
JAN 30-31 CALGARY NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
COIN SHOW, Coast Plaza Hotel, 1316 33 Street NE,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
FEB 6 KENT VALLEY COIN SHOW, Kent
Commons, 525 4th Ave No., Kent, Wa.
FEB 7 NORTHWEST TOKEN & MEDAL
SOCIETY, King Oscar Motel, So. 88th & Hosmer,
Tacoma, Wa.
FEB 13 ISSAQUAH-EASTSIDE COIN SHOW,
Holiday Inn, 1801 12th Ave NW, Issaquah, Wa.
FEB 14 FENWICK STAMP & COIN SHOW,
Eagles #1, Corson & Michigan , Seattle, Wa.
FEB 27-28 McMINNVILLE COIN CLUB SHOW,
Spirit Mountain Casino, Hwy 18, Grand Ronde, Or.
MAR 6-7 GRAYS HARBOR COIN CLUB SHOW,
South Shore Mall, 1017 So. Boone St, Aberdeen, Wa.
MAR 12-14 ANA National Money Show,
Sacramento, California.
MAR 13-14 TACOMA-LAKEWOOD COIN CLUB
SHOW, LaQuinta Inn, Portland & I-5, Tacoma, Wa.
MAR 21 BELLEVUE COIN & COLLECTIBLES
SPRING SHOW, Belevue Inn, 11211 Main St.,
Bellevue, Wa.
MAR 27-28 MID-VALLEY COIN CLUB SHOW;
United Steel Workers Hall, 13th & Jefferson, Albany,
Ore.

MAY 1-2 CAVEMAN COIN CLUB SHOW, Jackson
County Fairgrounds, Medford, Ore.
MAY 1-2 SPRINGFIELD COIN CLUB SHOW,
Masonic Lodge, 2777 Centennial Blvd., Eugene, Ore.
MAY 6 – JUNE 6 Art Show: Seeing Money: A
Unique Art Event of Uncommon Currency, Portland
Opera rehearsal space in Portland’s Pearl District.
MAY 15 OLYMPIA/SOUTH SOUND COIN SHOW,
VFW Hall, 2902½ Martin way, Olympia, Wa.
MAY 16 NORTHWEST TOKEN & MEDAL
SOCIETY, King Oscar Motel, So. 88th & Hosmer,
Tacoma, Wa.
MAY 22-23 GREATER TACOMA COIN SHOW,
LaQuinta Inn, Portland Ave & I-5, Tacoma, Wa.
JUN 12 KIRKLAND-EASTSIDE COIN SHOW,
Kirland Best Western, 12223 NE 116th, Kirkland, Wa.
JULY 10-11 NORTHWEST TOKEN & MEDALS
ANNUAL CONVENTION, Marshall Recreation
Center, Vancouver, Wa.
JUL 11 BELLEVUE COIN & COLLECTIBLES
SUMMER SHOW, Bellevue Inn, 11211 Main ?St.,
Bellevue, Wa.
AUG 8 FENWICK STAMP & COIN SHOW, Eagles
#1, Corson & Michigan, Seattle, Wa.
AUG 11-15 ANA World’s Fair of Money®, Chicago,
Illinois.
AUG 21-22 WASHINGTON STATE 20TH
ANNUAL COIN SHOW, LaQuinta Inn, Portland Ave.
& I-5, Tacoma, Wa.

